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 The film stars John Abraham, Priyanka Chopra, Kareena Kapoor, Shah Rukh Khan, Madhur Mittal, Gulshan Grover, Swara
Bhasker and Aditi Rao Hydari in the lead roles.Vicky Donor was released on 24 June 2012. The film was a critical and
commercial failure and received negative reviews from critics. Plot The film is about Arjun Singh (John Abraham), a

businessman. He has a daughter named Jyoti (Priyanka Chopra) and a son named Arjun Singh (Aditya Roy Kapur). Jyoti goes to
a hospital in Mumbai and she asks for a sperm donor to have a child but she cannot find a man who can fulfill her dream and

she gets to know that she will have to have a donor who is not her father. Jyoti meets a doctor named John (John Abraham) and
he says that he is a good doctor and a man who can fulfill her dream. Jyoti later meets her father Arjun Singh and he says that
he is not the person she wants to donate her sperm. He then tells her that he is gay and that he does not have a girl friend. Jyoti
then meets John again and he tells her that she should give him a chance to donate her sperm. She later attends a party with her
father where John tells her that he will give her a ride in his car to the party. Jyoti is really excited to meet John and to have a

chance to have a baby. Jyoti starts to be attracted to John and she calls him to meet her at a hotel where he is performing. John
arrives at the hotel, but Jyoti is not there. He then goes to her apartment where she is talking to her friend about having a baby.

Jyoti tells him that she wants to have a baby and John says that he can make that happen. Jyoti says that she will give him 50,000
rupees for him to help her have a baby. She later asks him to meet her father and he tells her to meet him at the factory where
he works. Jyoti finds John at the factory and tells him that he should be the donor for her baby. Jyoti's father is also there with
the factory's owner. Jyoti asks John for a good price for donating his sperm. John agrees to give her 20,000 rupees and tells her

that she should pay the other 30,000 82157476af
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